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“Cannon is truly a top
notch company and I feel
so fortunate to have spent
the time that I did with
all of you.”
-Kelly E.
Examiner
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Finding the Right Course
This Schools Guide serves two purposes:
1. To help an individual professional determine the
best course of study and the expectations of the
learning experience.
2. To help a decision maker and team leader
determine the best course(s) of study.

General guidelines for finding the right course:
Fundamentals Courses
• For those with less than 12 months experience
• Serves as an industry overview
• Introductory level course

We have included this symbol
as a quick
reference point for course criteria. Our Schools are
divided into courses that differ in complexity of
content and desired outcome. To the right is a chart that
will serve as a starting point to understanding our
course offerings.

I, II, III, & IV Courses
• For those with at least 12 months experience
• Serves as a preparation for certification exams
• Intermediate to Advanced level courses
• Designed to be taken in sequence

We value exceptional service. Our Client Advisors
are available to ensure you realize your professional
development goals. Lean on their knowledge; engage
with them by calling 706-353-3346.

Issues & Updates Courses
• For those seeking Continuing Education credits
• Most current topics in area of study
• Advanced level course
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Advance your career and create value for your clients
We challenge our students to become thinkers and
problem solvers by introducing them to real-world
situations with valuable learn-by-doing experiences.
Whether you choose to join us in person or online,
Cannon courses are not your typical lecture hall
experience.
Our instructors are coaches, our curriculum is contextual
and our web-based offerings are as expansive as your need
for knowledge.
Students participate in dynamic, industry-forward
instruction covering areas of personal trust, trust audit,
compliance, risk management, retirement planning,
securities operations, investments, corporate trust, and
sales and practice management in locations across the
United States.
Engage with a firm who shares your belief that everyone
deserves sound advice and exceptional service.
Engage with Cannon.
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Why Cannon
Cannon is recognized as one of the leading professional
development firms. We were born of this industry and
work solely in it. We have spent more than half a century
consulting and educating individuals and organizations.
Our legacy includes everyone from the local trust
administrator to the head of regulatory compliance. We
audition the smartest minds in the business and select
only the wisest guardians to instruct current and future
generations of client services professionals.
Our proven results echo through the halls of financial
firms worldwide.

Who We Are
We accelerate growth.
Our students are looking for ways to advance their
careers. We give them control of their path. Our students
turn understanding into knowledge and knowledge into
wisdom -- for themselves and for others.
We’re an institution, but not an immovable one. Half a
century in service has taught us the inevitability and value
of change. We instruct and work on the leading edge
because society always benefits from the service of wellprepared financial professionals.

student perspective
“A wonderful experience over the
past three years..”
Jonathan R.
Hilliard Lyons Trust Company

“You ALL have been Instrumental
in helping us grow our practice and
we will continue learning from you
all – Now and forever.”

“I love Cannon. I can’t wait to come
back and learn more.”
Lauren K.

Tej P.
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Daniel A. Smith
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Personal Trust Schools
Our Personal Trust Schools offer immediately applicable
instruction in the areas of trust administration. Courses range
from fundamental to advanced planning techniques. In
addition, we offer a trust course devoted exclusively to those
responsible for business development.
The Cannon Trust I, II, and III curriculum is designed to
instill both the knowledge and skills necessary to assist in
preparing you for the Certified Trust and Financial Advisor™
(CTFA™) exam. Cannon works vigilantly to ensure our
students have multiple opportunities throughout the year
to attend these courses and to sit for the distinguished
CTFA™ exam.

courses
Cannon Trust I, II, III
Cannon Trust
Fundamentals
Cannon Trust
Issues & Updates
Financial Advisors
Course on Trusts
(FACTs)
Special Needs Trust
Trust Tax Fundamentals
Charitable Foundation
Management
Transfer Tax Workshop
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Cannon Trust I, II, III
CTFA™ Track

locations

overview
The Cannon Personal Trust Curriculum
is long revered as the path of choice for
those seeking the CTFA™ designation.
Each course in this series builds on its
predecessor.
Students are
encouraged to have at least 12 months
professional experience before beginning
this curriculum.

Atlanta, GA

Boston, MA

Boston
University

Cannon recommends those new to
the industry begin with Cannon Trust
Fundamentals. Likewise, due to the
technical and administrative nature of
these courses, business development
professionals are better served by the
Financial Advisor’s Course on Trusts
(FACTs).

Hilton Head, SC

“Cannon, like no one else, understands the
wealth business.”

Malibu, CA

Pepperdine
University

South Bend, IN

University of
Notre Dame

curriculum
Cannon Trust l (38 hours)
Topics:
• Overview of Trust Business
• Property Law
• Principle and Income Law
• Fiduciary Income Taxation
• Fiduciary Law
• U.S. Estate and Gift Taxation
• Investments
• Types of Trusts
Cannon Trust II (38 hours)
Topics:
• Foundations of Retirement Plans
• Estate Planning for Retirement Plans
• Crummey Trusts
• Advanced Marital Deduction Planning
• Generation Skipping Transfers
• Administrative Case
• Investment Management
Cannon Trust III (38 hours)
Topics:
• Gift and Estate Tax Update
• Key Laws
• Individual Income Tax
• Personal Finance
• Investments
• Advanced Generation Skipping
• Grantor Trust Rules
• Split Interest and Charitable Trusts
• Fiduciary Income Tax

faculty

LiveOnline

Daniel A. Smith

Lawrence T. Divers

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

Fran M. DeMaris

Charles A. (Clary)
Redd

Executive Vice President

Adjucnt Faculty

Duane E. Lee, II
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Executive Vice President

Cannon Trust Fundamentals

overview
Cannon Trust Fundamentals serves as
a foundational course for the Cannon
Personal Trust Curriculum. Students
study the vast scope of the industry and
leave with the confidence to serve as
skilled professionals.
This course creates a working knowledge
of trust industry terminology and
concepts, not the depth of technical
competency and skill acquired within
our Trust I, II, and III courses.
Cannon recommends those new
to the industry or those seeking fresh
industry insights or broad awareness
of functional roles and responsibilities
within trust departments experience this
course.

curriculum

locations

Cannon Trust Fundamentals (38 hours)
Topics:
• Business Terminology
• Legal Concepts and Services
• Utilization of Trust Services
• Retirement and Estate Planning
Instruments
• Operational Rules
• Fundamental Fiduciary
Responsibilities
• Investment Management
Responsibilities and Structures
• Document Analysis
• Case Studies
• Rules for Estate and Gift Taxation

South Bend, IN

University of
Notre Dame

LiveOnline

faculty
Fran M. DeMaris

David C. Bell

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President
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Cannon Trust Issues & Updates

locations

LiveOnline

overview
Cannon Trust Issues & Updates
strengthens the trust professional’s skill
set. This course is not limited to only
Personal Trust School graduates. Course
topics complement all professional roles
serving trust clients and departments.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

curriculum
Cannon Trust Issues & Updates
Topics:
• Hot Topics and Trends
• Estate Tax Developments
• Investment Management Issues
• Ethics
• Non-Tax Issues
This course focuses on emerging
issues and trends. In order to support
real-time awareness of the industry the
exact coursework varies. Contact our
Client Advisors for the most up-to-date
information.

faculty
Fran M. DeMaris

Daniel A. Smith

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Financial Advisor’s Course on Trusts

overview
Financial Advisor’s Course on Trust is
an industry-exclusive course dedicated
to the business development and
sales professionals. Students gain an
understanding of trust services from
both a client needs and business
sourcing perspective. Conversational
proficiency is emphasized over technical
administration.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

curriculum
Financial Advisor’s Course on Trusts
(16 hours)
Topics:
• Overview of Planning Tools
• Understanding Client Objectives
• Titling of Property and Estate
Coordination
• Types and Uses of Trust Instruments
• Roundtable Discussions
• Case Studies

locations

Chicago, IL

In order to support the various student
roles the exact coursework varies.
Contact our Client Advisors for the most
up-to-date information.

faculty
Daniel A. Smith
Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Special Needs Trusts

locations

Hilton Head, SC

overview
Special Needs Trusts is an area of
growing client and industry concern.
Clients in this area are highly sensitive
to the expertise of their financial team.
This course provides students with the
opportunity to deepen their skill set
and ensure their clients have the best
possible service providers.
Students gain dynamic insight into an
area riddled with technical requirements.
Course offerings are limited and based
on demand.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary by
designation and state. We encourage
early registration in order to allow for
ample processing (request for credits
may not be available after course
completion).
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curriculum
Special Needs Trusts (16 hours)
Topics:
• Introduction to Special Needs Trusts
• Types and Definitions
• Taxation Issues and Planning
• Guardianship
• Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid
• Special Concerns for Special
Beneficiaries

faculty
Fran M. DeMaris
Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.

Charitable Foundation Management

overview
Charitable Foundations and Endowments
are a growing part of our financial
landscape. Charitable gifting alone
grew by 7.1% annually in 2014 which
represented 2.1% of the country’s Gross
Domestic Product (a primary indicator
of our economic health). Understanding
the complexities of these areas can
be overwhelming to the professional
charged with adhering to the laws and
policies governing these entities. As your
thought partner, Cannon brings you the
most relevant, industry forward solutions
through our Charitable Foundation
Management workshop.
Cannon subject matter experts, Fran
DeMaris and Jacquie Hart, outline
the types of foundations available to
clients as well as the technical expertise
needed to navigate investment choices
and fiduciary responsibilities. Over the
course of two days, professionals will
learn the technical skills needed to work
in this area of growing opportunity.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

curriculum

locations

Charitable Foundation Management
(16 hours)
Topics:
• Key Laws which Impact the
Charitable and Not-for-Profit Areas
• Structure and Needs for Good Board
Governance
• Needs for Gift Policy Issues
• Foundation Types, Uses, and Benefits
• Charitable Giving Options and
Techniques
• Taxation of Individuals which Impacts
Charitable Giving
• Asset Choices, Spending Rules, and
The Selection and Monitorization of
Investment Managers

Chicago, IL

faculty
Fran M. DeMaris

Jacquie Hart

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Trust Tax Fundamentals

locations

South Bend, IN

overview

University of
Notre Dame

curriculum

This course is designed for people
who have responsibility for preparing
and reviewing tax returns for simple,
complex, grantor and charitable trusts.
Classtime provides both comprehensive
coverage of the relevant laws and
regulations as well as practical hands on
learning including case studies, quizzes
and examples to apply the knowledge
gained during the class.
This oneweek course is divided into two parts,
Fiduciary Tax Fundamentals (3-days)
and Charitable Trust Tax Fundamentals
(2-days).
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

faculty
Daniel A. Smith

Clinton J. Bentz

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Fiduciary Tax Fundamentals (3 days)
Topics:
• Understanding Trust Documents
• Introduction to Trust Taxation
• Grantor Trust rules, including
intentionally defective grantor trusts
• Planning with grantor trusts
• Understanding and determining Trust
Accounting Income (TAI)
• Understanding and determining
Distributable Net Income (DNI)
• In-depth discussion of how and
when capital gains are allocated to
beneficiaries
• Complex Trust Issues/Elections
• Estate/Death Administration Trusts
• Income and deductions in respect of a
decedent (IRD/DRD)
• Comprehensive Case Study

Charitable Trust Tax Fundamentals
(2 days)
Topics:
• Charitable giving overview
• Exempt Organizations
• Supporting Organizations
• Private Operating Foundations
• Computing the private foundation Net
Investment Income Tax
• Excise (Penalty) Taxes
• Unrelated Business Income
• Filing requirements
• Private Foundation Case Study
• Split-Interest Trusts
• Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRT)
• Charitable Lead Trusts (CLT)
• Pooled Income Funds
• Charitable Remainder Unitrust Case
Study

Transfer Tax Workshop

overview

curriculum

This class is designed for people who
have responsibility for preparing and
reviewing gift, estate and generation
skipping transfer tax returns. Class
time provides both comprehensive
coverage of the relevant laws and
regulations as well as practical hands on
learning including case studies, quizzes
and examples to apply the knowledge
gained during the class.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

faculty
Daniel A. Smith

Clinton J. Bentz

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.

locations

Transfer Tax Workshop
Topics:
Overview
• Transfer taxes vs income taxes
• Unified transfer tax system
• Gift and estate tax rate schedules
• Annual gift tax exclusion

Atlanta, GA

Portability
• Impact of portability rules on
traditional estate plans
• Computing the Deceased Spouse
Unused Exclusion (DSUE) amount
• Making the portability election
• The last deceased spouse rule
• Using the Clayton QTIP with the
portability election
The Federal Gift Tax System (IRC
Chapter 12)
• Completed gifts
• Gift valuation and splitting
• The annual gift tax exclusion
• Filing requirements
• Basis of gifted property
The Federal Estate Tax System (IRC
Chapter 11)
• Framework of the Federal Estate Tax
• Computing the Gross Estate
• Valuation of the Estate
• Estate tax deductions
• Filing requirements
Generation Skipping Transfer Tax
• Overview
• Determining skip and non-skip
persons
• Computing the inclusion ratio
• Automatic allocation rules
• Taxable events
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Duane E. Lee, II
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Trust Audit, Compliance, and Risk
Management Schools
Cannon Financial Institute offers exclusive education in the
Trust Audit, Compliance, and Risk Management fields. This
curriculum is dedicated to the ongoing aspects of fiduciary
regulation, oversight requirements, and performance
impact necessary to ensure a successful Trust department.
Regulators and Compliance professionals interact side-by-side
in the classroom. This unique environment serves to foster an
atmosphere of partnership and understanding.

courses
Trust Audit,
Compliance, & Risk
Management I, II, III
Trust Audit, Compliance,
& Risk Management
Issues & Updates

Trust Audit, Compliance, and Risk Management courses I,
II, and III lead to the highly regarded Certified Fiduciary
and Investment Risk Management Specialist™ (CFIRS™)
designation. Cannon Financial Institute is proud to serve at
the forefront in this area of Wealth Management.
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Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk Management I, II, III
CFIRS™ Track

locations

Boston, MA

overview

Boston
University

Hilton Head, SC

Malibu, CA

South Bend, IN

Pepperdine
University

University of
Notre Dame

LiveOnline
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curriculum

The Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk
Management Curriculum is devoted
to those professionals charged with
the oversight of Trust services. The
Certified Fiduciary Investment & Risk
Specialist ™ (CFIRS™) designation
is a distinctive professional symbol of
excellence. Coursework is designed to
build in complexity from one class to the
next.
Students are encouraged
to have at least 12 months experience
before beginning this curriculum. In
addition, students must meet a minimum
experience requirement prior to sitting
for the CFIRS™ exam.

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II

Lawrence T. Divers

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

Fran M. DeMaris

Jeffrey J. Powell

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk
Management I (38 hours)
Topics:
• Industry Overview
• Common Law
• Regulation 9
• State Law
• Property Law
• Probate Administration
• Guardianship
• Types of Trusts
Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk
Management II (38 hours)
Topics:
• Principles of Audit, Compliance, and
Risk Management
• Brokerage Operations
• Insurance Products and Services
• Securities Marketplace
• Equities Securities
• Debt Securities
• Portfolio Management
Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk
Management III (38 hours)
Topics:
• ERISA Overview
• Fiduciary Duties
• Employee Benefits
• Retirement Overview
• Distributions
• Prohibited Transactions
• Assessment of Risk Management
• Securities Operations
• Regulatory Review
• Corporate Trust and Agency Services

Trust Audit Compliance & Risk Management
Issues & Updates

overview

locations

curriculum

The need to stay current is ongoing.
Cannon offers a robust two-day course
focused on leading fiduciary audit and
compliance trends. This course is not
limited to Trust Audit, Compliance, &
Risk Management professionals. Topics
complement all roles serving trust clients
and supporting departments.

Trust Audit, Compliance, & Risk
Management Issues & Updates
Topics:
• Hot Topics and Trends
• Regulatory Updates
• Trust Audit Committees
• Case Studies
• Roundtable Discussions

Many professionals satisfy Continuing
Education and Continuing Legal
Education requirements with this course.
Rules for CE and CLE approval are
time sensitive and vary by designation
and state. Cannon encourages early
registration in order to allow for ample
processing (request for credits may not
be available after course completion).

This course focuses on emerging issues
and trends. In order to support
real-time awareness of the industry the
exact coursework varies. Contact our
Client Advisors for the most up-to-date
information.

“I thoroughly enjoyed the instructors in
TACRM III this year and thought that
their rapport with the class and their
overall level of expertise and knowledge
were just fantastic.”
— Marc D., U.S. Bank Corporate Audit
Services

LiveOnline

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II

Fran M. DeMaris

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Lawrence T. Divers
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Retirement Planning Schools
Cannon Financial Institute is a leading partner to those in
the Retirement Plan Services field. Our scope of courses
addresses the educational experiences and skills needed
by professionals in Retirement Plan administration, IRA
specialization, and Retirement Counseling. Your access to
the best resources in education and skill development is our
priority.

courses
Retirement Plan
Services I, II, III, IV
Retirement Planning
Issues & Updates
IRA Professional School

Our courses Retirement Plan Services I, II, III, and IV lead
to the industry acclaimed Certified Retirement Services
Professional™ (CRSP™). The IRA course leads to the
Certified IRA Specialist Professional™ (CISP™).
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Retirement Plan Services I, II, III, IV
CRSP™ Track

locations

Boston, MA

Malibu, CA

South Bend, IN

overview

Boston
University

Pepperdine
University

University of
Notre Dame

LiveOnline

curriculum

The Retirement Plan Services curriculum
is designed for professionals looking
to advance their careers in fiduciary
administration, client services, and
employee benefits. The Certified
Retirement Services Professional™
(CRSP™) designation is a distinctive
professional symbol of excellence. The
curriculum builds in complexity from
one class to the next.
Retirement
Plan Services I is an introductory
course for those professionals new to
the industry. This course is offered
exclusively through our virtual online
campus known as LiveOnline.

faculty
Lawrence T. Divers

Duane E. Lee, II

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

Retirement Plan Services I (38 hours)
Topics:
• General Rules for Qualification
• Defined Benefit and Cash Balance Plans
• Money Purchase Plans, Cross Tested/
Age Weighted Plans, Profit Sharing Plans
• 401(k) Plans
• ESOP/Stock Bonus Plans
• IRA Plan Types
• Qualified Plans: Distributions and Loans
Retirement Plan Services II (38 hours)
Topics:
• IRAs
• General Retirement Plan Qualification
Rules
• Defined Benefits
• 401k Plans
• ADP/ACP Testing
• Allocation Workshop
• Investment Management
Retirement Plan Services III (38 hours)
Topics:
• ERISA Fiduciary Rules
• Consequences of Breach
• OCC Examiner Procedures
• Choosing Funds and Investment Design
• Alternative Plan Designs
• Permitted Disparity
• Non-Qualified Plans
• Commingled Trust Funds
Retirement Plan Services IV (38 hours)
Topics:
• Fiduciary Responsibility Overview
• 404(C)
• Documents and Reporting
• Loans
• ESOPs
• Regulatory Bodies and Regulations
• Asset Allocation
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Retirement Plan Services Issues & Updates

overview
Cannon encourages students to stay
current in order to best serve their
clients. This concentrated two-day
course focuses on industry forward
trends. This course is not limited to
Retirement Planning professionals.
Topics complement all roles serving trust
clients and supporting departments.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).
“You truly left an impression on me. It was
wonderful to be taught by someone who is
not only knowledgeable on the subject, but
you also seemed to enjoy talking about
the subject matter and kept it upbeat and
interesting.”

locations

curriculum
Retirement Planning Issues & Updates
Topics:
• Regulatory Revisions and Trends
• Advanced Investments Concepts
• Disclosures
• Case Studies
• Roundtable Discussions

LiveOnline

This course focuses on emerging issues
and trends. In order to support
real-time awareness of the industry the
exact coursework varies. Contact our
Client Advisors for the most up-to-date
information.

faculty
Lawrence T. Divers

Duane E. Lee, II

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.

— Tammy M., First National Bank of
Muscatine
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IRA Professional School

locations

Boston, MA

overview

Boston
University

IRA Professional School is a week-long
course for professionals who establish
and maintain Individual Retirement
Account plans. Upon completing this
course, you may choose to sit for the
Certified IRA Services Professional™
(CISP™) exam.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).
“I really appreciate you taking the extra
time to make sure students like myself
fully understood each topic and for
putting the subject matter into terms
we could all relate to….You do an
outstanding job and your enthusiasm
makes everyone feel welcome and
comfortable each year at each location.”
— Ron M., Wells Fargo
Wealth Management Services
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curriculum
IRA Professional School (38 hours)
Topics:
• Introduction
• Types and Uses of IRAs
• Comparing the Differences
• Operational Rules
• Investment Options and Structures
• Rollovers, Transfers, and
Conversations
• Distribution and Gifting
• Documentation and Reporting

faculty
Lawrence T. Divers

Duane E. Lee, II

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President
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Fran M. DeMaris
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Securities Operations Schools
Cannon Financial Institute is an exclusive educator in the
Securities Operations industry. The Securities Operations
curriculum is designed for professionals seeking to
understand the handling and custody of fiduciary assets.
Securities Operations I, II, and III lead to the professional
credential Certified Securities Operations Specialist™
(CSOP™). The curriculum builds in complexity from one
class to the next.

courses
Securities Operations
I, II, III
Securities Operations
Issues & Updates
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Securities Operations I, II, III
CSOP™ Track

locations

Malibu, CA

South Bend, IN

overview

Pepperdine
University

University of
Notre Dame

LiveOnline

This three-part curriculum is a
thorough education of Securities
Operations in preparation for the
CSOP™ exam. Securities Operations I,
II, III is for professionals in pursuit of
this designation. Cannon’s Securities
Operations education is comprehensive
and interactive. Participants leave
this curriculum with enhanced
understanding and applicable skills.

curriculum
Securities Operations I (38 hours)
Topics:
• Securities Marketplace
• Financial Instruments
• Product and Services
• Uniform Principal and Income Act
• Regulators and Regulations
Securities Operations II (38 hours)
Topics:
• Personal Trust Products and Services
• Corporate Trust and Agency Services
• Trust Audit, Compliance, and Risk
Management
• Investment Management Products and
Services
• Valuing Hard-to-Value Assets
Securities Operations III (38 hours)
Topics:
• Industry Facilities
• Mortgage-Backed Securities
• Asset-Backed Securities
• Auction Rate Securities
• Securities Processing
• Operations Management
• Global Custody
• Foreign/NRA Tax Withholding
• Securities Transfer SEC Rules
• Controls, Reconciliations, and Audit
Practices and Procedures
• CSOP™ Exam Review

faculty
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Duane E. Lee, II

Lawrence T. Divers

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

Fran M. DeMaris

Jeffrey J. Powell

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

Securities Operations Issues & Updates

overview
The best way to serve clients is to have
the most current knowledge. This
concentrated two-day course focuses
on the most relevant and current
topics in Securities Operations. Topics
complement the job scope of all
professional designations within the
Wealth Management industry.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

curriculum
Securities Operations Issues & Updates
Topics:
• Industry Analysis
• Fiduciary Risks
• MOECA Rating
• Regulatory Reporting Form RC-T
• Vendor Management
• Unique and Hard-to-Value Assets
• Annual Investment Reviews
• Trust Pledges-Calculating and
Maintaining
• Uniform Principal and Income Act
• Custody Accounts and Free-Riding
• Administrative Reviews

locations

LiveOnline

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II
Executive Vice President
• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Investment Schools
courses
Investment
Management I, II
Investment Management
Issues & Updates
Unique and Hardto-Value Assets
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Cannon Financial Institute offers a unique investment
management curriculum. The Investment Management I and
II courses culminate with the Accredited Fiduciary Investment
Management® (AFIM®) designation exam. This distinguished
industry designation is exclusive to Cannon.

Investment Management I, II
AFIM® Track

overview
Cannon takes a fiduciary perspective on
the most pertinent issues in investment
principles and the overall securities
marketplace. Investment Management
I and II are designed to educate you in
fiduciary investing as opposed to only
suitability.
Participants in this
curriculum will be prepared to take the
AFIM® examination.
“…very reputable, reliable. Their
(Cannon) word means a lot, you can
trust them.”

locations

curriculum
Investment Management I (38 hours)
Topics:
• Securities Marketplace
• The Business Cycle
• Debt Securities
• Equity Securities
• Financial Statement Analysis
• Common Stock Analysis Value Line
• Investment Companies
• Exchange-Traded Fund Notes
• Real Estate Investment Trusts
• Investment Company Analysis
• Annuities
• Fiduciary Investment Principles
• Uniform Prudent Investors Act

Hilton Head, SC

LiveOnline

Investment Management II (38 hours)
Topics:
• Structured Products
• Investment Manager Fiduciary
Practices
• GIPS
• Global Investing
• Dealing with Low-Cost Basis Assets
• ILIT
• Sector Investing
• Capture Ratio
• Alternatives: Commodities and
Natural Resources
• Real Estate
• MPT
• Investing for Different Types of Trust
• Annuities
• Creating and Telling Your Investment
Story
• Retirement Income Planning

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II

Lawrence T. Divers

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President
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Investment Management Issues & Updates

locations

LiveOnline

overview
The best way to serve clients is to have
the most current knowledge. This
concentrated two-day course focuses on
today’s most relevant topics in Investment
Management. Having an understanding
of these topics will complement the job
scope of all professional designations
within the Wealth Management industry.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

curriculum
Investment Management Issues &
Updates
Topics:
• The History of Investment
Management and the Prudent Investor
Rule
• Investment Process
• Investment Policy Statements
• Investment Anomalies
• Investment Fables
• Investing Under Different Scenarios
- Endowments and Foundations
- Qualified Retirement Plans
- Personal Agencies
- Private Trusts
• Investment Review and Regulatory
Requirements
• What Makes an Investment Firm
Successful

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II
Executive Vice President

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.
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Unique and Hard-to-Value Assets

overview
This is an industry-exclusive course
for trust professionals tasked with
administering unique assets, and will
provide the knowledge and skills they
need to do so successfully. Favoring
practical approaches over theoretical
ones, students will learn best practices
for administering residential and
commercial real estate; farms and
ranches (and other types of specialty
real estate); privately-held operating
businesses; mineral, oil and gas;
loans and notes; tangible assets and
collectibles; and private equity, hedge
funds and other alternative investments.
It is helpful, but not essential for
students to have administered unique
assets previously.

locations

curriculum
Unique and Hard-to-Value Assets
(38 hours)
Topics:
• Current Trust Industry Practices
• Rules & Regulations, by Account
Type (i.e. Custody, Directed Trust,
Fiduciary etc.)
• Administrative Best Practices
(services to offer, documentation
requirements)
- Traditional Real Estate
- Specialty Real Estate
- Minerals, Oil & Gas
- Privately-Owned Businesses
- Loans and Notes
- Life Insurance
- Tangible Assets & Collectibles
- Private Equity, Hedge Funds, Etc.
• Valuation
• Account Acceptance & Administration
(including checklists)
• Annual Review (Regulation 9)
Considerations
• Fee Considerations
• Process and Account Remediation
• Profit Opportunities

South Bend, IN

University of
Notre Dame

faculty
Duane E. Lee, II

Brad Davidson

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty
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Jeffrey J. Powell
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Corporate Trust Schools
Corporate Trust Schools are an ideal curriculum for
the professional in corporate trust administration, risk
assessment, audit, client services, supporting business units
and government municipalities. Corporate Trust I, II, and III
prepare you for the Certified Corporate Trust Specialist™
(CCTS™) exam and provide a comprehensive understanding
of the corporate trust industry. The curriculum builds in
complexity from one class to the next. Corporate Trust Issues
and Updates is our more advanced course offering that keeps
professionals sharp on current topics.

courses
Corporate Trust I, II, III
Corporate Trust
Issues & Updates

Whether you are looking to educate yourself on current
issues or seeking the coveted CCTS™ designation, Cannon’s
Corporate Trust Schools are great for you.
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Corporate Trust I, II, III
CCTS™ Track

locations

Boston, MA

overview

Boston
University

Hilton Head, SC

Corporate Trust business is a unique
and complex sector of financial services.
Fiduciary services for businesses
and government services require a
specialized skill set including both
technical and sales acumen. The
CCTS™ designation is a must for
professionals in this industry. Corporate
Trust I, II, and III lead to this
distinguished credential and can only
be found through Cannon Financial
Institute.
Courses are staggered throughout
the calendar year. Early planning is
encouraged. Consult our Client Advisors
for more details.

LiveOnline

curriculum
Corporate Trust I (38 hours)
Topics:
• Capital Markets
• Role of the Trustee
• Securities Laws and Trust Indenture
Act
• Fundamentals of ABS and MBS
Securities
• Subprime Crisis
• Municipal and Corporate
Administration
• Account Acceptance Process
• Funds and Accounts
• Risk Management
• Operations
• Investments
• Credit Enhancements
• Merger/Acquisition Case
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Corporate Trust II (38 hours)
Topics:
• Policies and Procedures
• Audits
• Mortgage and Asset Backed Securities
• Tax Exempt Housing and Student
Loans
• Disclosures
• Defaults and Bankruptcy
• Trust Indenture Act Procedures
• Default Risk Management
• Litigation and Depositions
• Operations
• Arbitrage
• Fees and Pricing
• Relationship Selling
Corporate Trust III (38 hours)
Topics:
• Critical Issues and Updates
• Proprietary Mutual Funds
• Sales Tactics and Product
Development
• Pricing Strategy
• Mergers and Acquisitions
• Case Law Update
• Risk Management
• Industry Influencers
• Technology Use and Conversions
• Management
• Global Trustee Issues
• CCTS™ Review

faculty
Jeffrey J. Powell
Adjunct Faculty

Corporate Trust Issues & Updates

overview
We understand that in order to best
serve your clients, you must remain
apprised of the latest developments in
legislation and regulation. Corporate
Trust Issues & Updates is a robust,
two-day course focusing on the most
prevalent issues in the Corporate Trust
business.
Many professionals satisfy
Continuing Education and Continuing
Legal Education requirements with
this course. Rules for CE and CLE
approval are time sensitive and vary
by designation and state. Cannon
encourages early registration in order to
allow for ample processing (request for
credits may not be available after course
completion).

“..very well organized and appropriate to
the type of work I do on a daily basis. I
feel as though this course would be an
asset to anyone who works in the trust
field and wish that I could have taken it
earlier in my career.”

curriculum
Corporate Trust Issues & Updates
Topics:
• State of the Business
• Critical Issues Update
• Risk Management Issues
• Strategies for Success
• Litigation Update
• Developments in Defaults and
Successor Trustee
• Sales, Marketing and New Products
• Staff Retention and Development

locations

LiveOnline

faculty
Jeffrey J. Powell
Adjunct Faculty

• Because credit hours, filing procedures, and filing
deadlines vary by discipline, and sometimes from
state to state, if you wish to use a Cannon School
for Continuing Education credit, please contact our
Continuing Education Department at cannonce@
cannonfinancial.com.

— Anthony T., Asset Management Group
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Wealth Management Schools
courses
Capitalizing on the
Insurance Opportunity
Sales & Practice
Management Skills
(CWS® I)
Client Interaction
Skills (CWS® II)
Certificate in Applied
Behavioral Finance
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Cannon Wealth Management Schools combine the technical
acumen, behavioral insights, and innovative client discovery
skills needed to create and expand long-term client
relationships. Through our industry-forward instruction,
Cannon elevates core business principles into repeatable,
holistic practice management behaviors. Practitioners
gain critical knowledge to protect and grow their client’s
wealth. Through our Wealth Management Schools, financial
professionals learn to break away from the competition by
showing distinction in knowledge, ability, and connectivity
to their clients. Processes and techniques used within
these courses create life-long characteristics which when
implemented shape business units, entrepreneurial business
models, and loyal clients for life.

Capitalizing on the Insurance Opportunity

overview
A review of a client’s risk management
plan is a critical conversation that must
be part of any Advisor’s overall wealth
management process. Cannon assists
Advisors in building their confidence
and technical competence to serve their
clients by evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of their client’s overall risk
management plan.
In this industry exclusive, two-day skill
development workshop, Cannon subject
matter experts will focus on building
conversational skills needed to introduce
risk management and insurance
discussions with clients. Advisors
will outline the process necessary to
address clients’ often overlooked risk
management and insurance needs,
opportunities, and concerns and engrain
these routines into their practice.

locations

curriculum
Capitalizing on the Insurance
Opportunity (16 hours)
Topics:
• The Mindset of Advisors and Clients
on Risk Management & Insurance
Planning
• Key Elements of Insurance Contracts
• How Risk Management and Insurance
Achieve and Protect Wealth
Management Goals
• Retirement Income Planning
• Education Planning
• Income Replacement & Capital
Preservation
• Business Owner Protection
• Legacy Planning & Wealth Transfer
• Gaining the Appointment through an
Efficiency Review
• The PERIL Discovery Conversation
• Determining a Client’s Protection Gap
(Insurance Needs/Gap Analysis)
• Presenting Insurance as a Solution
• Addressing Client Concerns
• Creating Insurance Opportunities
through the Annual Review Process

Chicago, IL

faculty
David C. Bell
Executive Vice President

Thomas J. (Jeff)
Cobb
Executive Vice President
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Sales & Practice Management Skills (CWS® I)

locations

Atlanta, GA

Chicago, IL

overview

curriculum

This course provides a core set of skills
essential to a client centric practice.
Business principles are broken into
two main areas of opportunity: retain
and expand current client relationships
and create and capitalize on new
opportunities. Participants learn to
effectively convey their business
philosophies and standards.

faculty
J. Phil Buchanan
Chairman of the Board

Thomas J. (Jeff)
Cobb

Sales & Practice Management Skills
(CWS® I) (16 hours)
Topics:
• Defining a Book of Business by Client
Niche
• Identifying and Working with Centers
of Influence
• Developing and Articulating a
Personal Branding Message
• Crafting Skillful Conversations
Focused on an Advisory Practice
Model

self-directed study

Executive Vice President

LiveOnline

David C. Bell

Clark Brown

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

“The level of professionalism and service
from the staff and the passion and
presentation from Phil and David was
amazing..”
— Tim B.
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During this portion of the CWS®
program, participants spend 26 weeks
of structured learning focused on
the 13 Wealth Management Issues
below. Studies include both technical
proficiency and conversational skills.
• Investment Planning
• Risk Management & Insurance
Planning
• Banking & Credit Management
• Retirement Planning
• Executive Compensation
• Business Succession Planning
• Protection Strategies: Planning for
Incapacity, Titling & Beneficiary
Designations, Executor & Trustee
Selection
• Education Planning
• Charitable Giving
• Distribution of Estate
• Tax Planning

Client Interaction Skills (CWS® II)

overview
Client Interaction Skills is the application
of the knowledge and skills learned in
CWS® I and the Self-Directed Study.
Students will spend most of the two days
demonstrating the techniques needed to
effectively execute client conversations
and the financial issues faced by High
Net Worth clients. Completion of the
self-study modules is key to maximizing
success during this course.

“…it will be the most practical designation
I could ever get. I will highly recommend
others pursue getting the CWS®.”
— Jimmy L.

locations

curriculum
Client Interaction Skills (CWS® II)
(16 hours)
Topics:
• Application of Core Skills Required
for Being Successful in Serving High
Net Worth Clients
• A Technical Review of the 13 Wealth
Management Issues
• Comprehension Through Case
Studies that Reflect the Challenges of
Today’s High Net Worth Client
• Demonstration of Discovery and
Client Presentation Skills

Atlanta, GA

Chicago, IL

faculty
David C. Bell

Clark Brown

Executive Vice President

Adjunct Faculty

LiveOnline

Thomas J. (Jeff)
Cobb
Executive Vice President
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Certificate in Applied Behavioral Finance

locations

Chicago, IL

overview
There are two camps in the world of
finance. The first of these is standard
finance, which embodies the notion
that investors are inherently rational,
economic beings. On the other hand,
the behavioral finance camp holds that
investors are human beings, rather
than perfectly rational creatures, and
therefore an investor’s personal beliefs
and biases influence their decisionmaking. Standard finance is about how
people should behave; behavioral finance
is about how people actually behave.
The foundation for understanding how
people make decisions is a thorough
understanding of the twenty most
important behavioral biases that have
been identified in research. For the
professionals who advise clients with
their finances, understanding how these
biases work in the decision-making
process is critical. Armed with the
ability to recognize these biases and
appropriately intervene, you can help
your clients make better decisions with
regard to their wealth. This is applied
behavioral finance.
This two-day workshop will prepare a
participant to immediately implement the
learning and techniques introduced in
this program.
The workshop is a
highly interactive skill based program
designed for those professionals who
provide financial advice to clients. Upon
successful completion of the program
requirements, participants will be
awarded a Certificate in Behavioral
Finance from the Certified Wealth
Strategist® Board of Directors.
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curriculum
Certificate in Applied Behavioral
Finance (16 hours)
Topics:
• Describe the Differences Between
Micro Behavioral Finance and Macro
Behavioral Finance
• Understand the Relevance of
Behavioral Finance to the Investment
Advisor and the Implication for the
Client
• Explore the Limits of the Traditional
Risk Tolerance Questionnaire and the
Implications for Portfolio Design
• Differentiate Between Cognitive and
Emotional Biases
• Identify Investor Behavioral Biases in
Clients
• Learn How to Advise Your Clients
When You Recognize Irrational
Investor Behavior.
• Describe and Recognize Four
Behavioral Investor Types
• Build Better Client Relationships
• Apply Behavioral Finance to the Asset
Allocation Process

faculty
Clark Brown
Adjunct Faculty

Michael M.
Pompian
Adjunct Faculty

Leader Development Schools
Every leader wants high performance, but few actually
achieve it. What creates the difference? How do you build an
organization that generates sustainable growth? The secret
is building an effective performance coaching system which
focuses on helping your people reach their full potential. The
Cannon Performance Coaching system creates a breakthrough
strategy to turn average performers into outstanding
performers and build a culture that helps everyone thrive.

courses
Performance Coaching I
Performance Coaching II

Master the Cannon Performance Coaching system and you
will be able to quickly and effectively create a team of selfpropelled individuals who take personal responsibility for their
own success. Whether your goal is to improve sales or increase
operational effectiveness, Performance Coaching creates a path
for success.
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Performance Coaching I

locations

Hilton Head, SC

overview
Coaching is the most effective way
to drive sustainable performance
improvement. Managers who effectively
coach are able to consistently deliver
improved and sustainable results year
in and year out. Whether the required
improvement is increased sales or greater
operational efficiency, performance
coaching is an essential skill all managers
need.
The goal of performance coaching
is to help people acquire the insight,
ability, and disposition to realize their
full potential in their roles. The role
of the coach is to be the catalyst for
this transformation. Effective coaches
help individuals change their frames of
reference by critically reflecting on their
assumptions and beliefs. This causes
them to consciously implement plans
and actions to bring about new ways
of defining their world. Sustainable
performance improvement is realized
when the individual performers’
assumptions and beliefs align with the
values and goals of the organization,
and the individual is equipped with the
required knowledge, skills, processes and
tools needed to succeed.
This two-day workshop will prepare a
participant to immediately implement
Cannon’s Performance Coaching system
with their team.
The workshop is
a highly interactive skill based program
designed for leaders and managers who
must drive improved performance from
their team.
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curriculum
Performance Coaching I (16 hours)
Topics:
• Understand the Core Principles
that Create a Culture of People
Development
• Understand and Apply the Four Step
Coaching Process to Create Greater
“Self-Propelled” Colleagues
• Clarify Performance Expectations
with Colleagues and Gain Agreement
on Annual Business Plans and
Periodic Action Plans for Achieving
Results
• Observe Performance Using Key
Tools and Skills to Identify Critical
Incidents, Both Right Performance
And Problem Performance, for
Coaching Discussions
• Facilitate a Colleague Led Coaching
Discussion that Encourages and
Enables the Colleague to Reflect
and Think Critically About Their
Performance and Identify Where
They Were Successful and Not
Successful, and Self Identify the Root
Cause(s) and a Course of Action to
Improve Performance
• Implement Improvement Strategies
that Correct Performance Problems
• Implement Improvement Strategies
to Take Successful Performance to a
Higher Level

faculty
Clark Brown

John T. Brantley

Adjunct Faculty

Adjunct Faculty

Performance Coaching II

overview
Mastering the skills introduced in
Performance Coaching I requires
persistence and practice. The
Performance Coaching II workshop
builds on the skills and processes
introduced in the first class while also
introducing the Total Questioning Model.
This model builds on earlier techniques
learned and supports the aim of putting
responsibility and accountability for
results on the colleague’s shoulders.
Participants will also learn how to apply
other advanced coaching tools to” speak
the truth with compassion, eliminate
recurring problems, and manage conflict
effectively.”
This two-day workshop will prepare
participants to immediately implement
Cannon’s Performance Coaching system
with their team.
This workshop is
a highly interactive skill-based program
designed for leaders and managers who
must drive improved performance from
their team.

locations

curriculum
Performance Coaching II (16 hours)
Topics:
• Apply Advanced Observation Skills
• Practice “Being Fully Present in the
Moment”
• Discuss Performance Using Total
Questioning Model
• Discuss Problem Performance by
Speaking the Truth with Compassion
• Eliminate Recurring Performance
Problem
• Effectively Resolve Conflicts

Hilton Head, SC

faculty
Clark Brown

John T. Brantley

Adjunct Faculty

Adjunct Faculty
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Instructors

David C. Bell CWS

J. Phil Buchanan CFP , CWS

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology

B.S. in Economics, University of Georgia
The College for Financial Planning:
Certified Financial Planner® Program
Chartered Life Underwriter Program

®

David Bell demonstrates expertise in global Comprehensive
Wealth Management, through his emphasis on taxes,
investments, insurance, life income planning, and trusts.
David’s experience in developing relationships, delivering
technical subject matter, and producing results in the sales
industry has given him the background for delivering
training and consulting positioned directly for the affluent
marketplace. He has worked with some of the most wellknown athletes, entertainers and their managers in the
area of risk management for both their world exposure and
their personal lives. This has given David a very clear and
realistic view of the high-net worth client situation and
the issues associated with that individual. Known for his
complete grasp of wealth management for the affluent client,
participants and students in his classes consistently rate his
programs as highly effective and immediately useful.

®

®

Phil Buchanan is one of the most highly sought wealth
management experts in America. He works with major
financial services firms in North America and their subsidiaries
abroad as a speaker, trainer, consultant, and coach.
In addition to training wealth management professionals,
Phil delivers keynotes at industry gatherings, speaks
regularly to wealthy clients on behalf of financial firms,
writes for industry publications, and is frequently
interviewed by the media on wealth management.
Through practical messages and unique approaches to practice
management, Phil teaches wealth management professionals
how to prepare themselves with the knowledge they need to
serve the wealth market, how to communicate their expertise to
wealthy clients and prospects through interviewing, and how
to reach the pinnacle of personal and professional success.
Phil’s goal is to instill confident competence in each financial
professional, not only in the technical aspects of their
business, but in sales and service to their clients. He seeks
to inspire advisors by creating personal accountabilities
and actionable business plans that produce results.
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Thomas J. (Jeff) Cobb
CFP , CWS , AIF
®

®

®

Fran M. DeMaris CTFA™
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
B.A. in Communication, University of Georgia

Jeff Cobb brings a unique energy and enthusiasm that forms
the foundation for his ability to connect with advisors at all
stages in their career. With the knowledge and ability to help
guide the advisor ready to move up to the next level, Jeff
provides the tools and techniques proven to yield results.
Through practical applications and real world examples, Jeff is
able to share with advisors not only the what, but the “how to”.
In bridging the knowing and doing gap, Jeff is able to deliver a
clear understanding of superior practice management techniques
as well as the process to immediately apply the lessons learned.
With 17 years of experience as an insurance and wealth
advisor, Jeff has a thorough understanding of the issues
and the challenges advisors face every day. Whether dealing
with existing clients or attracting new ones, Jeff ’s goal is
for every financial professional is to have the confidence,
competence, and the framework necessary for their practice
to soar. Advisors leave Jeff ’s programs with the knowledge of
how to truly set themselves apart from the competition while
dealing with all aspects of client retention and acquisition.

B.S., University of Illinois
M.Ed., University of Illinois
Honor Graduate, Cannon Trust School

Fran DeMaris’ unique use of illustrative stories draws from her
experience and strikes a chord with all types of audiences.
Fran joined Cannon full time in 1994, after serving five years
on its faculty. She has presented programs using her technical
expertise for numerous regional and national meetings of
personal trust, estate planning, charitable organizations,
audit, compliance, risk management, and tax professionals.
Formerly Vice President and Trust Officer of Champaign
National Bank in Champaign, Illinois, she has over
thirty years experience in personal trust, estate, and
guardianship administration. Her areas of specialty
include property and fiduciary law, transfer taxation,
personal and charitable trust, estate, and guardianship
administration. Fran also served on the adjunct faculty of
Parkland Community College, and she is presently a member
of the East Central Illinois Estate Planning Council.
Participants in Fran’s programs leave each
experience with the knowledge and tools needed
to become more successful in their careers.
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Instructors

Lawrence T. Divers CRSP™, AIF® Linda Eaton CWS

®

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

B.A.s (2), St. Martin’s College
M.S., Illinois State University
Graduate of Cannon Financial Employee Benefits Trust School
Graduate of Cannon Financial Employee Benefits Sales School

B.F.A. in Fine Arts, Boston University

With more than three decades in the industry, Larry
Divers brings a comprehensive knowledge of investments,
retirement plans, and wealth management into each of
his engagements, using his experience to adeptly convey
complex ideas in a straightforward way. Larry consistently
provides high-quality training and learning experiences,
earning him top marks from his students time and again.
As a dedicated and enthusiastic teacher, Larry leads
Cannon’s Retirement Schools’ curriculum and faculty and
is an instructor in Cannon’s Personal Trust, Investment
Management, Operations and Audit/Compliance Schools.
Outside of these engagements, Larry spends time consulting,
advising and training a variety of firms, and their clients. The
end result of his guidance is efficient, strategic, and in-depth
marketing and sales plans. His articles have also appeared in
Trust & Estates Magazine and other industry publications.
Larry’s expertise has been refined over decades. His love for
teaching manifested itself early in his career while serving
as an Assistant Professor at Black Hawk College in Illinois.
He transitioned to financial services as an assistant vice
president, managing the IRA/Keogh department. Larry
served as Vice President/Trust Officer and Regional Manager
for Institutional Sales at two major banks before joining
Cannon in 1997. At Cannon, Larry has combined his teaching
skills and his immense knowledge of financial topics into
tangible advice and consulting services for our clients.

Since joining the firm in 2011, Linda Eaton has quickly become
one of Cannon’s most sought after speakers and trainers.
Linda has focused much of her activity in helping clientfacing advisors become measurably better at the relationship
management aspects of the business. Topics like maximizing
the opportunities presented by the various women’s markets,
making use of behavioral advice with clients, and applying a
systematic approach to pipeline management are among the
ways that Linda has helped advisors move to the next level.
Linda has devoted nearly three decades to helping individuals
and organizations improve their performance, concentrating
primarily, but not exclusively, on the financial services industry.
Linda began her training career at Merrill Lynch, where,
after having successfully built a book of clients as a Financial
Advisor, she moved on to the training division, eventually
working in Management Development for North America. She
then served as Vice President of Productivity for the Franklin
Covey Company. She was instrumental in the design of their
flagship productivity program, What Matters Most, as well as
creating custom programs for clients such as Hewlett Packard,
Avon, Reebok, and Morgan Stanley. A major focus for Linda
during her tenure at Franklin Covey was assisting the firm’s
most significant international clients in increasing productivity.
Linda’s interest in individual transformation led to the founding
of The Galileo Initiative, an organization devoted to using
cutting age brain research to affect business results. Her
extensive media experience includes featured guest spots
on NBC’s Today Show, CNN, and CNBC’s Power Lunch.
From keynote speeches to hands-on workshops, over 500,000
participants in 16 countries have benefited from Linda’s ability
to connect life-changing concepts to everyday experience.
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Duane E. Lee, II
CFIRS™, CSOP™, AIF®, AFIM®

Daniel A. Smith CFP , CWS
®

®

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
B.S. in Finance, Investments and Banking - University of Illinois
A.S. in Real Estate - Triton College
M.B.A. in Securities Analysis and Portfolio Management - DePaul
University
Basic and Standard Certificates in Trust Banking, American Institute
of Banking, ABA National Trust School - Northwestern University

Duane Lee consistently earns the highest marks from his
students for his ability to clearly communicate complicated
and complex subject matter. His extensive experience in the
industry enables him to connect with students so they are able
to immediately convert the classroom experience to their daily
responsibilities. As one of Cannon’s most senior instructors,
Duane frequently finds himself instructing both regulatory
agencies and the financial services firms under their regulation.
With over three decades in the financial services industry,
Duane has amassed an astonishing body of knowledge. Duane
formerly served as the Administrative Vice President at M&T
Bank in Buffalo, New York. His responsibilities included senior
management of Personal Trust, Institutional Custody, Employee
Benefits, Corporate Trust, Mutual Fund Administration and
Sales, as well as, Operations. Prior to joining M&T Bank, he was
employed by the United Bank of Illinois as Senior Vice President
and head of the Trust and Investment Division performing Trust
services throughout all seven member banks of the holding
company. Duane has also been employed as a National Trust
Examiner by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
He has written articles appearing in Trust & Estates Magazine,
Bank Administration Magazine, and Risk Management Magazine.

B.S. Business Administration, Marketing and Finance,
University of South Carolina
Oregon State University
Honor Graduate, Cannon Trust School

Daniel Smith’s extensive real-world experience brings
his classroom information into an immediate, practical
and applicable format. He specializes in integrating sales
and relationship management with the complexities
of estate planning, estate taxation, charitable giving,
and investment management issues of the High
Net Worth and Ultra-High Net Worth client.
Prior to joining Cannon in 1990, Daniel was a Trust
Services Officer at First Hawaiian Bank and an Account
Executive with Dean Witter Reynolds (now Morgan
Stanley). His years of experience with Cannon have added
best practices from constant interaction with many of the
nation’s top financial advisors and wealthy individuals.
When not teaching at Cannon Schools, Daniel is a frequent
speaker at banks, trust companies, brokerage firms, and other
financial services companies nationwide. He also speaks at
financial services conferences on estate planning, taxation,
sales, sales management, quality service, and industry trends.
His work has been published in Trusts & Estates, Registered
Rep, and other industry publications. Daniel’s in-house
training addresses sales and service issues and technical topics
related to personal trust, investments, and estate planning.
His consulting work is focused on developing custom sales
presentation materials and distance-based training.
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Instructors
Adjunct Faculty

Clinton J. Bentz CPA

Clark D. Brown CWS

ADJUNCT FACULTY

ADJUNCT FACULTY

B.S. Business Administration, University of Steubenville (Ohio)
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Oregon Board of Accountancy
Certified Management Accountant (CMA)

B.S. in Business Administration, University of Southern California
Bank of America Certified Private Bank and Investment School

Clint Bentz leads the Trust & Estate practice at the firm of Boldt,
Carlisle & Smith in Albany, Oregon, and is an expert in family
succession issues. He is a Certified Public Accountant, Certified
Management Accountant, and a graduate of the Cannon Trust
Tax School. Clint is a frequent contributor for publications on
taxation issues for both lay audiences and tax professionals.
A large part of Clint’s practice is devoted to serving the special
needs of agricultural and timber clients. His most recent
award-winning publication, “Ties to the Land: Your Family
Forest Heritage”, focuses on succession planning and was
published in partnership with the OSU Extension Service
and the OSU Austin Family Business Program. He has served
as a member and technical advisor to several Oregon Board
of Forestry working groups, and was instrumental in the
rewrite of Oregon’s inheritance tax law in 2011 and Oregon’s
property tax program for small woodland owners in 2003.
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®

Clark Brown provides the knowledge and skills necessary
to guide clients in areas of leadership development,
strategic planning and improved performance.
Whether in the boardroom presenting to executive
management teams, on the main stage of national sales
conferences, or engaging in in-depth consulting projects,
Clark’s style connects with everyone. His message is clear
and actionable. As a result, his guidance makes analysis and
implementation of sustainable practices a simpler task.
Clark’s skill set is the culmination of years in the financial
services sector in both sales and sales management. Clark
also managed and coordinated delivery of private banking
services as well as handled marketing, client relationships,
and product and sales training. Clark’s three decades
of experience provide him with the knowledge and
understanding of the financial services sector needed to
best help firms across the country and around the globe.

Jacquie Hart CTFA , CIMA
™

™

Charles A. (Clary) Redd

ADJUNCT FACULTY

ADJUNCT FACULTY

Doctorate in Organizational Leadership with an International Cohort
Certified Trust and Financial Advisor™ (CTFA™)
Certified Investment Management Analyst™ (CIMA™)

B.A. in History, St. Louis University

Jacquie spent over two decades within the financial sector where
she held roles that included Division Manager at HSBC, Senior
Vice President and Group Head at Wells Fargo and, Senior Vice
President at Neuberger Berman. While in these roles, she was
charged with leading more than 1,000 full-time employees,
handling $40 million in budgets and nearly $30 billion in assets
under management.
Jacquie is a graduate of the Cannon Trust School and currently
serves as CEO of Global Good, a philanthropic organization.
While not in her office, Jacquie sits on the boards of several
organizations that allow her to express her passion for
philanthropy and use her experience in the financial industry.

J.D., St. Louis University

Charles A. “Clary” Redd concentrates his practice in estate
planning, estate and trust administration and estate and
trust-related litigation. Prior to joining the firm, Clary was a
partner with another large law firm where he served as Vice
Chair of its Trusts & Estates Practice Group. He was previously
employed as a trust administrator for First Wisconsin Trust
Company (now U.S. Bank, N.A.) in Milwaukee and as an
assistant counsel by Centerre Trust Company of St. Louis (now
U.S. Trust Bank of America Private Wealth Management).
Clary has worked on estates and estate planning projects
involving assets valued at several hundred million dollars
and has successfully handled numerous estate tax matters,
gift tax matters, generation-skipping transfer tax matters,
will and trust construction cases, will contests, contests
of trust agreements, breach of fiduciary duty cases and
other types of cases involving estates and trusts.

Jeffrey J. Powell CCTS™
ADJUNCT FACULTY
B.A., Monmouth College
M.B.A., Loyola University

Jeff Powell is President of Corporate Trust Insights, LLC
and specializes in delivering training, consulting, and
expert witness services in the corporate trust business.
Jeff has served as the lead instructor and coordinator for
Cannon’s Corporate Trust Schools for over 20 years.
Jeff has acted in a variety of roles, including account
administration, business management, sales, bankruptcy
workouts specialist, and training manager/facilitator
over the course of forty (40) years. He has served in
eight separate banking organizations ranging from large
money center banks, a regional trust company, and several
international banks. In 1993, Jeff received the Distinguished
Service Award from the ABA for Corporate Trust.

“What they
talk about
works. It
makes sense.”
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Additional Offerings

eLearning
Cannon will bring the information to you. With our
eLearning programs you have 24/7 access to the tools
you need to advance your career or gain CE credits.
Our various self study programs create an affordable
way to bring the Cannon instructor to your computer.

DOL Fiduciary Standard: Making Sense
of the Conflict of Interest Final Rule
After considerable analysis, Cannon presents this fivepart eLearning series to assist financial professionals
in understanding the Conflict of Interest Rule and its
impact to ERISA. Additionally, this series provides
financial institution’s with a straight forward way of
demonstrating the firm’s employees have received
training covering the DOL Conflict of Interest Rule

Essentials of Trust and Estate Planning
Cannon’s Essentials of Trust and Estate Planning eLearning
course teaches practitioners the key trust and estate
planning information required for client conversations.
This course content can be integrated into any sales
training or product training. Lesson topics cover the
overview and purpose of estate planning, property rights
and property ownership, the transfer taxation system,
estate planning strategies implemented during life, and
estate planning strategies implemented at death.

Essentials of Insurance
Cannon’s Essentials of Insurance eLearning course teaches
practitioners the key insurance information required for client
conversations. This course content can be integrated into
any sales training or product training. Lesson topics cover
an overview of insurance, life insurance, disability insurance,
long-term care insurance, public insurance (Social Security
and Medicare, and property and casualty insurance).

Fundamentals of Investments
Many industry professionals operate without a contextual
understanding of their firm’s key revenue driver. This
program is an online self study module that introduces
people to investment concepts, the different markets that
exist, and how investments are used to manage access.
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Growing Your Business: Skill Builder eLearning
Cannon has developed a new eLearning series that extends
our Growing Your Business program. These 20-30 minute
eLearning refresher lessons are intended to offer participants
in our GYB classroom programs sustainment and practice
of the essential tactics and skills. Lessons include dynamic
discovery, presentation skills, and closing skills.
Use this set as an interactive reinforcement of the concepts
with expert commentary from our own Subject Matter
Experts. Cannon facilitators can be heard throughout the
series as they offer their insights and tips designed to
help participants put our proven tactics into practice.

Growing Your Business Skill Videos
Cannon is proud to present its newest series, Growing Your
Business Skills Videos. These videos support and reinforce the
skills of the Grow Your Business Blueprint, as well as provide
sample scripting through model conversations advisors should
be having with their clients. The videos are 5 to 15 minutes,
depending on the topic. You can also use these videos as
a coaching tool with an accompanying coaching guide.

Wealth Management
Cannon’s Wealth Management eLearning course is for financial
advisors working in the affluent and high net worth market
space. The lessons focus on developing conversational skill
and competence in each of the 13 Wealth Management Issues
using real-life scenarios. Financial advisors will be equipped
with the proper questions to ask and discussion points to
consider when working with their own clients. This realworld context is critical to the transfer of financial concepts
and knowledge into application in client interactions.
Enterprise licensing and integration pricing available.

Books
Cannon’s publications serve as navigation tools throughout
the ever-changing financial services industry. These guides
contain thought-provoking material in financial laws, codes
and techniques. They will assist you in the classroom or serve
as an ongoing reference throughout your career. Professionals
devoted to continual learning will value these publications
as Cannon equips them to better serve their clients.

Concepts for Professionals
This book is a complete library of essential financial concepts.
Concepts for Professionals gives you a tool at your fingertips
to better facilitate your client’s understanding of current
financial issues. Make it available when you need to prepare
for a client meeting, to reinforce an idea to a client, or simply
to supplement your financial education.

The Tools & Techniques of Estate Planning
This publication is a tactical guide to everything you need to
know about estate planning. Filled with benchmark case studies
and legal dispositions, this book takes an extensive look into
the tools and techniques needed to better advise your clients.

Certified Corporate Trust Specialist™ (CCTS ™)
Study Guide
Cannon better prepares you to take the CCTS™ examination
by offering our comprehensive study guide. This study guide
provides a thorough review of corporate trust principles that
will help you focus on the areas of concentration for the exam.

At Your Location
Many institutions work with Cannon on an enterprise level.
On your terms and at your location, personalized instruction
can be as brief as a one-hour keynote address or as
extensive as a multi-year change management initiative.
Our tailored consulting and blended learning solutions help
organizations understand and act on the what and why of
change. Cannon’s enterprise solutions and consulting services
meet your organization’s complex issues head-on, in ways
specifically designed to achieve the results you need.

The Tools & Techniques of Investment Planning
Discover investment strategies for clients with a current
understanding of the “How’s” and “Why’s.” Cannon delivers
practical insight into relationships that exist among present
value, future value, and interest rate calculations. This book
will be valuable in increasing your responsiveness through
comprehensive, technically relevant answers that are quickly
found and reflect current regulations.

The Tools & Techniques of Employee Benefit and
Retirement Planning
Written by experts Stephan Leimberg and John McFadden,
The Tools & Techniques of Employee Benefit and Retirement
Planning remains a practical, time-saving resource filled with
up-to-date guidance and is the key for your successful
employee benefit and retirement planning.

Teleconference
Join Cannon’s monthly teleconference for an opportunity
to maximize relationships with your Centers of Influence
(COI). Our teleconference series is a convenient way to
stay fresh and connected to the latest issues and strategies
facing the Estate Planning industry. With a subscription to
this program you can earn CE credits from any location
available to you. Let Cannon do the work! This print ready,
thought-provoking forum is an optimal way to stay sharp.

Cannon’s Corporate Trust Answers Book
Cannon’s book on Corporate Trust covers main topics
pertinent to professionals in the Corporate Trust industry.
This publication acts as a guide, answering frequently asked
questions by professionals in the field. Use this book as a
reference point throughout your career.
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Additional Offerings

Audio
As the financial industry evolves you can rely on Cannon’s
audio programs to help navigate prevalent issues. You will
be able to learn a great deal while managing your valuable
time between client meetings or during your commute. With
these audio programs, Cannon supports professionals who
are committed to bringing their clients first class service.

Addressing the 13 Wealth Management Issues is a winwin situation for both the client and the professional.
Clients will be able to fulfill their financial goals, and
financial services professionals will be able to position
themselves as the provider of choice because they
possess the capabilities to address wealth management
issues from a comprehensive perspective.

Wealth Management Advisor Combo - Audio Series
The advisor combo is a compilation of Growing Your
Business and 13 Wealth Management Issues. This set
provides the concepts and skills behind Cannon’s practice
management framework with an in-depth look at the
major issues facing today’s high net worth clients. Learn
to grow business relationships with current clients as well
as attract future clients with this comprehensive series.

Growing Your Business - Audio Series
Growing Your Business is the key to attracting and serving
high net worth clients. This audio series takes a systematic
approach to transform Financial Advisors into Wealth
Management Advisors. Through this system you will be
able to significantly grow your business by gathering a
larger percentage of your current clients’ assets, retaining
those assets for a longer period of time, and attracting
wealthier clients. You will understand how to work with your
clients’ other advisors, and acquire powerful techniques for
interviewing, surfacing, and communicating complex and
sophisticated financial issues to the high net worth individual.

13 Wealth Management Issues - Audio Series
To provide exceptional service to wealthy individuals
and families, financial services professionals must be
knowledgeable on a wide range of issues. Cannon has
researched the financial areas of greatest importance to high
net worth clients and identified The 13 Wealth Management
Issues. Financial services professionals must be prepared
to discuss each issue with both clients and prospects.
They must be able to surface opportunities, recommend
solutions, and know when and how to introduce an expert.
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Concepts & Analyses of Trusts & Estate Planning Audio Series
Cannon’s audio series, Concepts & Analyses of Trusts & Estate
Planning, is designed to clear the common misperceptions
regarding trust and estate planning. This program consists
of six programs featuring Cannon’s instructors with over
seven hours of valuable information. Each program outlines,
presents, and analyzes key Trust & Estate Planning rules
and concepts in a “Rules and Issues Lecture” section. This
is followed by “Key Questions and Conversation” between
the program facilitators, highlighting and discussing
specific areas of ambiguity or common misperceptions
and directing the listener to the appropriate conclusion.
Use this program as a technical review of trust
concepts, or use portions of the program to
prepare for upcoming client discussions.
Consult our Product Manager, Dan Manske at
706-353-3346 for more information. International
shipping is available; additional fees may apply.

“If all advisors did what
Cannon taught, they would be
successful.”
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Certification & Continuing Education
Certifications
Professional certifications and a commitment to Continuing
Education are crucial to maintaining professional standards
and limiting liability. The professional certifications
that can be attained through our programs have been
recognized throughout the financial services community as
representing the pinnacle of professional accomplishment.

Designation

Education Options

Exam Administrator

CFI

Trust Audit, Compliance, &
Risk Management School
(formerly FIRM I, II, III)

CFI or approved
proctor(must be
college or university)

CFI

Sales and Practice
Management School
(CWS® I, II)

CFI

CWS®

Certified Trust & Financial
Advisor™

CTFA™

ICB

Personal Trust School
(TR I, II, III)

ICB or approved proctor
(CFI is approved at all
Cannon Trust III locations)

Certified Securities
Operations Professional™

CSOP™

ICB

Securities Operations
School (SO I, II, III)

ICB or approved proctor
(CFI is approved at all SO
III locations)

Certified Retirement
Services Professional™

CRSP™

ICB

Retirement Plan Services
School (RPS I, II, III, IV)

ICB or approved proctor
(CFI is approved at all RPS
IV locations)

Certified IRA Services
Professional™

IRA Professional School
CISP™

ICB

ICB or approved proctor
(CFI is approved at IRA
school location)

Certified Corporate Trust
Specialist™

CCTS™

ICB

Corporate Trust School
(CT I, II, III)

ICB or approved proctor
(CFI is approved at CT
III location)

CFI

Investment Management
School
(IM I, II)

CFI

AFIM®

Certified Fiduciary &
Investment Risk
Specialist™

Abbreviation

Designation
Authority

CFIRS™

Continuing Education
Cannon Schools also qualify for Continuing Education
credits with many certification and licensing boards. Since
credit hours, filing procedures, and filing deadlines vary
by discipline, and sometimes from state to state, those
wishing to use a Cannon School for Continuing Education
credit should contact our Continuing Education Department
at 706.389.7645 or email cannonce@cannonfinancial.com
for assistance.

Certified Wealth
Strategist®

Accredited Fiduciary
Investment Manager®
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Cannon
Exclusive
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General School Information
Registration
Each student should register prior to
the beginning of the school they are
attending. Students may register for
classes by phone, fax, email, or internet.
Early registration is encouraged in order
to allow for adequate materials, classroom
space, and housing (where applicable).
Additionally, class locations and offerings
may change based on participation. A
registration form has been included
with this guide for your use.
Payment
Payment is expected thirty days prior to
class. Cannon Financial Institute offers
invoicing, and accepts credit cards, ACH,
and corporate checks.
Check-in
Campus Locations: On-site registration
runs from 2:00pm-6:00pm Sunday
afternoon. General information and
study materials are distributed during
this time. Every effort should be made
to attend this important time.
City Locations: On-site registration runs
from 7:30am–8:00am Monday morning.
General information and study materials
are distributed at this time.
Orientation
Campus Locations: A required orientation
takes place Sunday evening during dinner.
General guidelines, introduction of the
Cannon faculty and staff, as well as an
overview of the week’s classes will be
given at this time.

The Cannon Office
Campus Locations: Cannon maintains
an office while on campus for Schools.
The Cannon Schools staff is available
throughout the day for various needs of
students and faculty. The specific location
is provided during Orientation.
City Locations: Cannon staff is accessible
by email and phone throughout the
day. In addition, staff members circulate
throughout the classrooms to address
your concerns and special requests.
Graduation
Graduation is a long standing tradition
for Cannon students at our campus
locations. This is a time for recognition of
outstanding achievements and significant
milestones. The certificates and plaques
awarded at these ceremonies adorn office
walls throughout financial institutions
across the country and the world.

*INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED BANKERS™
Cannon Financial Institute is an Accredited
Continuing Education Provider (ACEP) of
the Institute of Certified Bankers™ (ICB).
The ICB is dedicated to promoting the
highest standards of performance and
ethics within the financial services industry.
ENROLLED AGENTS
Cannon is designated as a qualified
education sponsor by the IRS and can offer
Continuing Education credit to Enrolled
Agents. Cannon’s agreement with the IRS’
Office of Professional Responsibility is
that Cannon will meet the requirements of
31 Code of Federal Regulations, Section
10.6(g), covering maintenance of attendance
records, retention of program outlines,
qualifications of instructors, and length
of class hours. This agreement does not
constitute an endorsement by the IRS as
to the quality of the programs or their
contribution to the professional competence
of the enrolled individual.
CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER™ are certification marks owned
by the Certified Financial Planner Board of
Standards, Inc. These marks are awarded
to individuals who successfully complete
the CFP Board’s initial and ongoing
certification requirements.
CPAs
Cannon Financial Institute is registered with
the National Association of State Boards
of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of
continuing professional education on the
National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State
boards of accountancy have final authority
on the acceptance of individual courses for
CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered
sponsors may be addressed to the National
Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth
Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN,
37219-2417 or by visiting the website:
www.nasba.org.
CWS®
Cannon Financial Institute’s certification
requires an extended course of study and
ongoing Continuing Education. Cannon
Financial Institute own the marks CWS®
and Certified Wealth Strategist® in the U.S.,
which it awards to individuals who
successfully complete the entire program
and receive a satisfactory score on the
Capstone Project.
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For more information or to enroll in our courses,
visit www.cannonfinancial.com or contact us at:
cannon financial institute
649-4 S. Milledge Avenue
Athens, GA 30605
706.353.3346
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